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IN OUR 82nd YZAR

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afterno6, November 7, 1961.

MURRAY POPULATION 10 100

Big Russian Bomb Was For
Peace Claims Khruslichey

Local Music
Instructors To'
Attend Meeting

Vol. LXXXII No. 262

Clear Skies May
Boost The Total
Of Ballots Cast

By HENRY SHAPIRO

nuclear'blast more powerful than
50 million tons of TNT.
Soviet PreAdmits Harmful Effects
mier Nikita Khrushchey acknowl"There is talk of the harmful
Kentucky Music teachers will
edged -today that radioactivc-falr- effects ofscaperamermat nuclear
'assemble on the Berea College j
aut from nuclear b 0 m al, tests explosions on
people's hearh." the
Campus November 12th to 14th.
health.
harms world
But he said official Soviet
Tass newt; agencsfor the annual convention of the
Sayler testing is carried out forl(mated
Kentucky Music Teachers AssociaKhrstakichey as saying.
the sakc UT "world peace."
"Yes, it has been scientifically -.
tion and the National Association
He added that "the use of nu- established that
af Teachers of Singing K M. T. A.
they are. harmful
clear
weapons
in
war
is
a
millican
President John D. Chnsman. Beto health.
times
more
primary elections. Combs is ex
dangerops."
By United- Press International
rea College Department of Music,
"But the use-of nuclear warmKhruahchey made his remarks ans in war is
Clear sk:es accompanied by brisk peeled to have a comfortable wort
has arranged for an excellent cona million times,
is a toast at a Kremlin reception
re mperat tires greeted voters at ing major6r of pro-adrainistratio
vention program. Heading the list
more dangerous.
Kentucky Iselling places early to- Deinuerats an most is area
marking the 44th anniversary ut "We fully
of special attractions will be an
understand the reelPerhaps the most closely watt+
the Russian revolution. It follow- lr.g
day as balloting began in an'offorgan concert by the famed French
and aspiration of those people
Dr. Harold G. Sanders
ed county election in Kentuck
year election.
ca a big military parade in Red - a ha
6, organist. Andre Marchal. Sunday
with to put an end to nuclear',
The voters will decide state -legi- polities in recent years is th
Square ih which former presiden
evening November 12th at 7 30
sesaporis tests. Tse
he.carresporid
'Continued on Page 3)
slative, city and niunty offices and
Klitnent Vorushilos. apparentll with our -own
p. m. (eastern standard time). and
fetiPtg,s."
special issues will appear on the
was bgared from joining other
a program by the eminent Cellist,
Ile said the Soviet Union 'would
ballots in some counties.
Communist leaders on the reviewJanos Starker, Tuesday evening
welcome general disarmament
The polls opened at 6 a. m.
ing stand atop Lenin's tomb.
November 14th at 8:00 p. m. These
which would include a universal
and will close promptly at 5
features are in Berea's W. J. HuchThis was the first time Khruban on nuclear tests. But he blamp. m. local time, with persons
ins series of events.
Memt:ers of the MSC Baptist shishey •ha a publicly noted the ed the West for resumption
of
standing In line at the deadline
Other Outstanding convention Student Union are now making wsrld outcry of protest agairad
not being allowed to vote. In
participants will include pianist !plans to attend their annual state fallout dangers caused by the ex- Soviet testing by saying Western
previous years, all persons in
Roy McCallister of the University convention which will be held on plosion of at least 31 nuclear "war threats" had forced the Rusline at 5 p. m. were allowed to
sa of Alabama, violinist Fred Rosen- November 17-19 at the First Bap- blasts since the Soviet Unisas re- sian action.
He added that the -threats"
cast ballots.
berg of the Cleveland Institute of ,tist Church. Bowline Green The sumed testing. last Sept. I. The
.
The sale of alcoholic beverages
Music. ensemble-psaniat Mrs. Doro- 'theme for this year's program is tests include the biggest explosion were 'made to black the signing
will be prohibited until after the
they Payne of Cincinnati, class- "A Living Church in p Revolu- ever set off by a man-a massive of a Soviet-East German peace
treaty.
polls close at 5 p. m. throughout
piano specialist Jack Baldwin of tionary World." One of the con. Repetition Of Views
the commonwealth. •
the University of Louisville, and vention speakers will be Dr liarWestern observers noted that •
Temperatures hovering around
NEW YORIt !UK - - The •ai.
the Berea ('ollege Chapel Choir, old G. Sanders. the new Secretary
this was a reiteration of similar ,
the freezing mark and below greet- craft carrier Constellation, cop
Rolf Hovey director. Several young and Treasurer of the General
ed the state's first voters early i missioned only 11 days sam hi
views which Khrushchey and
musicians selected from recipients lataetation of Baptists in Kentucky
'today. but the Weather Bureau jcause of the worst shipyard fire i
other Soviet offic-ials often havel
of the "superior" rating in the : Other program personalities in
PROUD FAMRY-While UThant of Burma' makes his first
:predicted a high in the 50s by ;the Navy's 'hiatora held up he
1961 high school music festivals elude Dr. Penrose St. Amain. Dean.
xpressed in the past.
policy declaration (top, lefti as new Acting Secretary General
mid-aftermasn. .
will present a program Guest School pf Theology, Southern Bop'launching. steamed for port lode
Details of Voroshilov's s nti bl
of the United Nations, members of his family
. listen proudly
Of principal statewide interest bearing the dead and injured fro!
speaker at the convention banquet , list Seminary. Louisville. and Dr.
were not clear to western report(bottom). They arc his wife and dauchter, Ayeye (front) and
are the races for Senate and House her second fire.
Monday evening. November 13th. 'William Hall Preston. from the
ersga uped. together 20 yards
son-in-law Tyn Myint and his son, Tim Mauna(behind them).
of Representatives. .
will be Dr. Irvin E. Lunger, Presi- 'Student Department of the Baptist
A leak in the fuel system in th
from the tuanb. But it appeared
'Me
Calloway
County
High
With
Thant,
who wall serve out the unexpired term of
dent of Transylvania College.
Nrne of the 38 !irate senators iConstellation's No. 1 macfliner
Sunday School Board. Nashville, Schrail debate
that.
the
%Mite-haired
old
BolHammarskjold,
is
Dag
Assembly
President
Mongi Shin.
tram coached by
tic.lae
are to be electei and all 100 seats room Monday sprayed diesel (a
Prof John C. Winter. K M. T A. 'Te„n.
Mrs. Reba Miller attended its first shevik had :suffered the final pubin the House of Representatives over a 1 100dearee steam line.
First Vice President, and Editor
lic
humiliation
that
started
when
debate tournament of the season.
are at stake Actually 56 of the , The flames that she)* up kills.,
of the Kentucky Music Teacher,
'.vas
denounced
a
week
ago
Saturday, November 4. 1961. at
House seats and 13 of those in .four men and injured nine, one o
and Prof. Robert K. Haar. both of
Tilghman HighSchool in Pa- for "anti-party" activities during
Murray State College. will atthe Senate have been won with- 'them aritically. The flames wen
the
22nd
Soviet
Communist party
ducah.
out opposition .
tend the convention. Prof. attar
'rad out in 29 minutes and Cara
ciugress.
will participate in a panel tsima-a gmsus - Adult
fa-mocrats appear shoo-in can- Thomas .1 Walker. the skipper
By JOHN A. CALLCOTT
Seven of the Laker's debate
For nearla 40 years, the 80-yeari
NoriterY
VeFst7-1
,1
he
'The
Csarlssm
ChcirtIr
entitled
fin38
, nwryirag,4 ab..xd_ that -damage was
sion
diddlesat toast 26 of
0
Warn
made the trip, while *le, okiVoroshilov--a marshal of the
Adult Beds
........
. ... 65
the Singing Voice."
Senate races, and between 75 and very' minor s
United Press International
eighth member, D a n McDaniel Soviet Union and a wartime hero.
Emergency Beds ........
10
.111
80 of the House vacancies
The ship was due at the Brook
marched in the Murray State Col-- Konrad .Adenauer.
BONN
(Continued on Page 3)
Patients admitted ............... 2
Gov. Bert T. Combs. who had :lyn Navy Yard at 3- 15 p m (ESTI
rdinance On City
85, was elected to a fourth term little opposition in the 1960 (;en- tassass
Patants admitted f ,
Pride, RAS lege homecoming parade as a
a. in. fa Monday $13111-8-. in.
- member of the- Callowey Countyeral Assembly, is expected to be
On Shakedown Cruise
Mrs Gerald Cooper and baby High Band Those debatmg were
an an even stronger • position in
The high school football teams
Last Dec. 19, fire ravaged the
girl.Rt 1. Mrs. Charles Lee Ed- Randy Patterson, Charles PaschJamory• as a result of last May's Constellation at the Brooklyn Nathat will compete in the playaffs
wards and baby girl. Rt 1. Bent- all, Charles Fininell. Ken Imes,
for the three state championships
val Shipyard, killing 50 and injurAttention of city residents is on. Ronald Snellein, College Sta• Don Doran, Rob Enach, and Billy
are being determined rapidly. In
ing 425. She was about 85 per cent
called to the ordinance printed in tion Box 773; Mrs. Rae Dixon. Parker. The teams were eredited
Class AAA. Flaget has won a recomplete at the time, hut the fire
today's issue. of the Ledger and ,Golden Pond; Mrs. Larry Parks and with six wire; and -three losses
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (171)
Mrs. gional title, and will 'meet the
delayed construction seven months
Times on the regulations for the baby girl, 509 Chestnut, Lowell in nine debates and scored a total Lillian Mayer. 48, a Republican
winner of the Fairdale-Butler game
She was finally commissioned
new sanitary land fill method of Wilson. 509 Main; Charlie Ray- of 945 NFL (National Forensic precinct uorker. suffered
a fatal for the State Championship on
Oct 27 and was on her shakedown
garbage disposal
'mud Parker. Hardin. Eune T. League) points.
heart attack at a polling place five November 17 or 18 at Louisville.
cruise in the Atlantic when fire
The ordinance explains the Winchester. 1000 North 16th Wilminutes bet ire voting began toIn Class AA two of the regional
brake out again
used
in
the
terms to be
Sanaa ham McKinley Rulnyon. Rt 3. EiOther schools participating were day She was deal on arrival - at winners have been determine-1
alThe dead were identified as Manem System, the charges for pick' ben Toy Hiett. Route 1. Benton; Tilghman, Mayfield, and Trigg a hospital
though each team has another
chinists Mate 1 c. Bennie Crews
up of garbage and other points Mrs. Orlando Crass. 412 North County high schnols.
game to play Madison of RichNeptune Beach. Fla: Firernar
as Ii,the regulation of the system 4th . Mrs Alice Lee, Dexter; ChartLOUISVILLE. Ky. 1744 The mond is the winner in Region 2
Loins F la-nch. Passaic. N. J.: AlThe Lakers teams are looking
Rex Billington is the superin- es .1 Williams, New Concord; Mrs.
F •d• r • I Housing Administra- -and Highlands of Fort Thomas
fred Steinbuch. a civilian employu
tendent of the Murray Sanitation lona King. RI 1, Hardin: Ronnie farware to debating at Clarks- has announced the insuring of is the champion of Region
3.
Mrs 0. II. Crass, age 80. died of the New York Naval Shipyard
System and said recently that he Lane Hutson. 509 Whitnell; Mrs. ville. Tenn., on November 11, 1961, • $2.9 million loan to Camp' Mayfield and Paducah play this
this. morning at 2:40 o'clock at Brooklyn N. Y.; Eugene Miller
desired to work with the citizens Arthur &wells,. Rt
I. Hardin; and Trigg County High School on
week for the championship of Rethe' Murray Hospital her death also a civilian, of laurelton
in such a way that the systenr Mrs Myrtle Edwards. RI 1. Bent. November 18, 1961.
(Continued on Page 3)
gion I as both are undefeated in
was attributed'.,, to complications Queens. N. Y.
will he successful and to bring on, Archie Nelson, 1312• Main.
their region and class In Region
Crews lived at 1900 First St
an extended illness.
about the desired results of the , Benton; Mesa_ Wayne Stone and
folliCwInE
4, Corbin, %inner of District I,
She is survived by her husband, and Lynch's home address was 4S
system which ,are to eliminate , baby boy. Rt. 4: Mrs Adolphus
and Hazard. District 2 winner,
0. II. Crass, 412 North Fourth High St.
flies, rats and filth from the city. Lawrence. Rt I. Het, Mrs %Vilplay Friday far the , championship
Praises Crew
Street: three daughters. Mrs VicCanon.
Rt
ham
I.
Puryear.
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer
Tenn
a
at Corbin Both are undefeated in
Walker's message said •'the per
toria
Crumm.
Flint.
Michigan.
Mrs.
Bryan
Pendleton
Nanncy, 310
their class and region.
Kirksey
as chancellor of West Germany Roy Ross, 414 North 4th. and Mrs. formance of my crew was mag
South 41h.; Steven Bedford Bell,
In Class A. Region 1, Attucks iby a majority of time votes toF. B. Barnett, North 3rd: three nificent Everyone performed ad
108 South • 10th.; W. E. Warren,
I llopkinsville will win over day
sons,
Conley Crass, Murray route mitably in carrying out their dts
Rt. 5; Steven R Elkin. Dexter:
Murray if •Douglas of Henderson
The
vote
in
the
Bundestag-or
two,
Coy
Crass, 410 North 4th, ties and kept casualties down "
The Kirksey Parent Teachers As Mrs. Herbert Underwood. Rt 1.
By CLARENCE RAWLINGS
Joe F Brown, producer Walter defeats Owensboro Western. Both lower house of parliament - was
Oil also caused the 1960 fin
and
Thomas
Crass, East Chestnut;
socation will have their "Back To Hazel; Mrs. Pat Hackett. 904 PopMurray and Allucks are utalefeat- 259 for Adenatier. 205 against and
Wanger and Joan Fontaine
when a diesel cal leak in a drur
one
*stet,
Mrs.
Ella
Dick
of
MayUnited
Press
International
School" program Thursday night. lar.
__A fire in adjacent Benedict ed In regional play. In Region 2
23 abstentions
field: 15 grandchildren, 29 great- on ill hanger desk spread quiet
•41, November 9th. at the school at Patients dismissed from Friday
LOS ANGELES 'WI - South- Canyon appeared virtually con- Shelbyville needs to win over i
grandchildren. and three great- ly and burned for 13 hours.
7 ii'clack.
6:30 to Monday 6:30 a. m.
lie needed 250 votes-an absoGeorgetown on Friday for the
The Navy' said afterward tha.
ern California was a blazing in- trolled
great-grandchildren.
"Communication Through Quali
Mrs. Wells Purdom, Circarama
championship. Bardstewn is un- lute majority-4o win on the first
ferno today. Cyclonic fires ravaged
Mrs,. ('rass was a member of the the Constellation emerged Iron
ty Education" is the theme of the Drive; Mrs. Paul Latham and baby
ballot,
and
he
got
them.
defeated
would
in
this
region
and
lush homes, toppled schools and
Chestnut Street Tabernacle Church. the Brooklyn fire a better shii
program. Dr. Harry Sparks of Mur- boy. Rt. 2; Mrs. Lonnie Garland
Adenauer pickedup his winning
tie with Shelbyville under the
forced thousands to flee for their
Funeral services will he held Wed- because the delay allowed instal
ray State College will be the guest and baby girl, 114 South 10th.;
ha
own
Christian
from
Demedge
Dickinson
System
but
an
the
me'safety.
nesday at 2:00 p. in at the Max haian of later equipment that
speaker The devotional will be Merritt Jordan, Rt. 1; Mrs. Dwain
thud used to break :his tie Shel- ocrats and members of his coaliChurchill Chapel with ,Bro Wil- would not have gone in had i.
given by Btu Terry Sills.
Ross and baby boy. Rt. 1. Hardin;
It was the worst fire in Los Antion
partners,
Demothe
Free
byville sill he the winner. Belleliam M. McKinney and Bro. Harry been commissioned on schedule
Everyone is urged to attend and James Valentine, New Concord; geles history
safe will win in Region 3 if the : crats.
Repairs cost nearly $50 milli°,
Myers officiating. Banal will be
view the work their child is do- Donald (*leaver. Rt. 1, Dexter;
Gov. Edmund G. Brown declarteam wins over Paintsville on Friin adaition to the original f.27.
in the city cemetery.
Economics
Adenauer
Minand
ing in school.
Toy Garland. Hazel; Dr. Ora Ma- ed the entire county a disaster
day. Although East Main of Lynch
The
Max . Churchill Funeral million Investment in the Cor
son, South 9th
Mrs. Annie [hi- area.
is undefeated it appears the team , islet` Ludwig Erhard, vice chanHome has charge of arrangements stellation. %tar+ ss ith its sister
two
hours
cellor,
Mondaymet
for
FREE KITTEN
mas, 205 F:ast Walnut, Mrs. Mawill lose out to iirneville. if !tarship, Kitty Hawk, is the largos'
where friends may call.
Mare than 250 homes, some beson Canady, 1410 Olive; Mrs. Trutan beat.'. Loyal) in a game this and were reported to have solved
man of war afloat The 1.047-foo
Anyone wishing to have one Man Smith, 301 South
threatened
a
dispute
to
dethat
6th.; Mrs. longing to Hollywocal celebrities in
week. This would lower Loya11
•
long carrier displaces 75.000 ton
or two Persian kittens may Pick James Harris and baby
lay
West
Germany's
new
governboy. Box the Bel Air district, were turned
int11 the lower division under the
and holds
airplanes.
them up at 211 South 13th street
323. College Station, Joe Law. to heaps of .ashes within minutes
Dickinson System and would ;hen ment at the last minute.
rs. Om Boyd
1°C)
Will be given free to anyone who rence Woods.
government
said
spokesman
A
Rt 4, Benton; Mrs. by the fire storm About 8.000
lower East Main's rating.
will give them a good home
John Cannon. 1801 Olive; Mrs. square acres were charred
In both ('lass A and ('lass AA Adenauer agreed not to form a
Jasnes Buchanan, Rt. 1 Hazel;
the winners in Regions I and 2 new ministry for foreign aid.
It was feared fires in the Bel ,
Free
' Democrats Leader Erich
George Green. Rt. 2, Hazel, Master 'Air district and Topanga Canyon
will plas, and the winners of ReCraig Riley. Rt 3. Benton; Rob- would meet to direct its combined •
gions 3 and 4 %ill play. The two Mende had been pressing to get
FULTON, Ky (UPS - Fula
ert Myers. Rt. -'3. Mrs. Minnie threat toward the populated beach
winners will play for the claw the foreign aid post for a Free
Mrs. Onie Boyd. widow of the voters will decide today wheth
Craig. Rt. 2. Hazel; Mrs. William areas near Pacific Palisades_
championship at Lexington on Democrat as a condition for his late B. C. Boyd passed away on the city should have a municipa
party's support. But it was known
Wood and baby girl, Benton; Mrs.
Thanksgiving.
Monday at the age of 90 at her ly owned electric system.
By early today
that he was ready to accept anZelma Rumfelt. Rt. 2; Master Hal
home in the Penny community
Voters will decide whether II
portfolio
other
for
cabinet
his
Wayne Hutchison, Model. Tenn.;
or vow rm. nammanna
-An estimated 50 persons were
after an illness of some months. city should purchase the loc
Mrs. Ellen Armstrong. Rt. 1 Lynn injured
Party.
Survivors include two daughters, system from the Kentucky Util
Grove: Ronnie Hutson. 509 Whit--3.000 firemen were on the
Min Hontas Boyd of Murray route ties Co.
Western Kentucky -- Generally' nell; Ralph Allison, 304,7 South lines.
two, and Mrs. W C. Luther of
The Fulton Electric Plant hoar.
fair and a little warmer today. 11th.; Charles Parker. Hardin; Mrs.
School Destroyed
• Wing°, one son 011ie King of appointed two years ago, has bee
Kash O. Amburyy
high in low 50s. Increasing cloudi- Lillie Dick. Rt. I. Hardin; Kenneth
--Portions of St Mary's College
Murray; and three grandchildren. negotiating with KU. but earth, ness and cool tonight, low in Outland. 605 Sycamore. Mrs. Joe near Brentwoo:1 and the exclusKash D. Amburgy of Lebanon.
There will be' a conference for
She was a member of the North proceed further until the vote:
upper 30s Wednesday partly clou- Bradley and baby boy. Benton; ive private John Thomas Dye Ohio
will he the speaker at a GA Directors and Counselors on
Pleasant Grave church. The funer- decide on the purchase.
dy and colder.
Mrs. Charles Edwards and baby School were leveled.
salvationhealing rally at the Plea- Thursday November 9 at the First
IA. Col. John Pasco will speak, al will be held at the Max ChurchTemperatures at 5 a m (EST); girl, Rt. I. Benton, Mrs. Nolan
-3,000 persons had been forced sant Hill Holiness Church Golden Baptist ('hutch in Mayfield. Rachel on -Civil Defense For Our Catm- ill Funeral Home at 10:00 a. M.
CIRCLE TO MEET
Louisville 31. Lexington 30, Lon- Adams and baby boy, 774 Olive; to leave them hillside homes in- Pond. on
Sunday November 12 at Milligen wiliThe the leader. Those int" at the Parents Club meeting , on Wednesday with Rev. E. Glover
don 35, Covington 30. Paducah 24. Mrs. Jackie Burkeen and baby boy, cluding former Vice President 11:00
a m. There will be one ser- attending are requeated to take at New Concord School. Thursday. official ing.
The Ruth Wilson Circle of th
Bowling Green 29 and Hopkins- Johnson Blvd., Mrs. Clyde Bee- ftaahard Nixon
vice onk at thus time.
a sack lunch
evening at 700 p m
will be Charlie WSCS will meet tomorrow at 7.3
Pallbearers
ville 30.
man and baby girl, Rt. 2, Kirksey;
-Fire desUmyed the homes of
The public is invited to attend
It 'is urged that all interested
Club members are also remind- Oaan. Willie Graham, Foreman p. m. in the home of Mrs. B. I
hid. 24.
Lowell Wilson, 509 Main; Baby several Hollywood stars including this service by Rev. .1. H. Lipford, make-plans to attend this 'meet- ed to bring their song sheets for Graham, Marvin Fulton, Jimmie Bonds, 1101 Olive. -Co-hostess wil
Hantington, W. Va., 33.
girl West, Rt. 1, Hazel.
Lancaster,
Zsa Zsa Gabor. the pastor.
Burt
ing.
group singing.
Graham and Dr. Hugh McElrath, be Mrs. Bill Redick.
orilrri rte.•
'
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-Adenauer Named To

,Hendeison Win Position Once Moreuld Give
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TIPIES — MURRAY. K.ENTU
CKY

Plumbing Code In The State Is
Designed To Protect Citizens

Frankture Nov: — Between de- which
is financ
livery ,
sa.te, uncontaminated fees A eolleCt ed entirely by the; iintinadee. Perkins -believes that cOncentrited
erforg" he said.
s. It has functioned
atter 'te
more cities and counties 'We
liver and -the proper without a
tr)sing ts.do two things—
State" appropriation I will- eventu
disposal of used water and wastes, sinfe
ally
adopt
code improve old buildings to meet Our
its creation -almost 32 years
there is an intricate and `all-un- ago, _the
until the whole state
covered. standards a
dieteentr
u
mojutlealanktii
.pect iI e•afer-liandAng
l
cities isig of new. ones to eliminate in
511.05, 11 as plumbing..
and counties w
- Although the plumbing code and the
have adopted the future all the glaring
ournbin
•'1:1 K 'ntuc
k, protection fur plumbing law are statewide
on their own, blents we run into today. proin
"
'he health-of our citizens is pro- scope. they are applicable to
the fastest growing
pi-l- a is one
I .X
lit:
lite)t
vided throuen a strict lifumbini ea-le dwellings only - in counti
healtty_ rograms,'!- Perkins said.
Perkin
s:
divisio
has
n
lour
area
law.' says Eugene F. Perkins, di- containing cities of the first. es "A
it is good that use of the plumbing inspectors and 22 county
see is eXixinding so rapidly .•••• inSpectOrs ateirking to enforce the
-- -TRUTH AND FREEDOM
the Division of Plumoing cond or thud class. The
in the State Health Department boards of health, however, loca because the need is growing just colic. During the last fiscal year,
inyth•
they inspected 33,032 plumbing
fast."
er counties may adopt the.,--code.
rflIE 11111I.F. tells Al- "NA.Nhall know the truth. and .the here.
projects in 'Kentucky. The divisAll public buildings
'schoo
ls,
Perkins, who has inin the State ion also examin
But plumbing systems in Ken- theaters,
truth shall make yOu free.'' It doesn't say a “half
ed 2,214 building
restiturants industries Health bepart
truth'. tucky nave not
ment
always been sub_. and. meeting ,p1
17 YOm-s: plans for plumbing specifications
- has aii thing IC'i do with freedom. but a modern
sr—mus
.
t von- has been director. of'ttlite
w titer tell- lest to suen rigid stanaarda. The rm
the
to ;Intim g regulations.
us '"-a lialfltruth is the higgest lie,' rhalilv
of
-Plumb
1930
The
ing
Kentu
agency
since
cky
includes 18 area
Legultiture
1955. F sevbecause it is
'•
the first public Twain-plumbing
hardest 'to conrhat.
The a .einal counties affect- eral years facture his appointment offices - throughout the' state. It
is
one
as director lie worked as a county
of int -few state plumbing,
iaw and established . the blviefpn ed
1960 plumboig.tdd
Tyriutts.—Charkttans and - gangsters hate enjoy
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50TH GREAT-GRANDCHILD-Mrs. Effie Arbuckle, 83, holds
her 50th great-grandchild in her arms in Kokomo, Md.
Looking on is the 3-week-old baby's mother, Mrs. Sarah
Meinng. Of Mn. Arbuckles eight children, 23 grandchildren
and 50 great-grandchildren, only one is not living.

SCHOOL TIME IS HERE AGAIN . .
OBSERVE TRAFFIC LAWS!!
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Starks Hardware
Two Track Triple Tilt Alununum Storm Window
.. $11.00
WE OPEN EARLY
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-Your Postmastcr says: Be
Sure your Christmas cards
and packafes arri‘e on time;
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shop and mall early.
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lead to unexpected reputr$ lace arm One of ihe nine ingfedienii ,n today's
Super Shell tights gum

)ou top pertormant,g,

ANCIENT HISTORY:

tr

a

Gasoline gum used to cause unexpected repair bills.
Today,one of Super Shell's 9 ingredients fights off gum
to save you money and give you top performance.

Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger and Times File

RED PADIS-Elcatertrm Furtseea (shovel, who was the
only wonlan member of the
'Presidium. the ruling body
of the Soviet Communist
ran,. a Central Committee,
Iota her top spot in the resneff1e that accompanied the
party's congress. Too busy
.as Culture minister for party
work, it seas said.

S

KILZ
Min!

11

1\112 cleans cut an enlre rat Or
✓
colony. Rids 'OW' property
t eh:10y o(theieale!tructoe pests.
-Sae. C:TGAIVC KU.2 ingredient at.
t
rate mice. They eill not he.
bait de. Sure arid safe, K1LZ
• -,oksale erstructitin for rats and
c ereardt pellet form. tro mixing, KILL is ready to use!

get

•

The gum preventive in today's Super Shell 2. Shell guards all tanks, pipes. and
trucks against dirt and
is so powerful that one thousandth of an --forming contaminants. other gum
Shell includes a powerful guiu.
ounce is enough to treat a gallon. Read how 3.
pre% entix e in Super Shell's nine
ingredient formula.
this "chemical lioliceman" works.
•

THE MI t 11.0.1( in nar photoiztaph
Is about to !o to work on a

eummed-up eadiutctor.'A nice little
rerir job.
But *to Shell scientists, gummed- up c.11bUtetofS Aft ancient history.

•
Aral are other Furn troubles. Such
as sticky intake sales. And fouled
automatk
here's why;
1. Shell uses refining rinxisses that
kohl certain -gum forming gasoline
components toll minimum.

KILZ
98

WARFARIN at
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•Co-ti -%

T:T cc,. TAT

Wt‘t Berlin polee check pal.(11 of Ruseiars in
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"-*
tat t,
•-• f• '
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!trio lest -1, ::

SUE 10c—CUT OUT THIS COUPON
KILZ-SAFLST, SUREST *AY TO
KILL v.-riar COLONIES CrIF PATS AND MICE. Tio• olio coupon fp your
Vote R•qi lore tOr. on• lb , sae
KILZ Rat a,d M'busoail..r or on 111/114
r i• -er CUZ3t. &11rILZ
Mtnite

-.
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well Shell gum
(

,

Unpr..r.

pre%,:110 i-n

• `;'

on 11-14-hae
withont gum
etesed gasoline
.m pre%entne.
od plait % and'
storage.

n.ainer

unpe ,131 • gasoline without
gurmprrcentic depositranky gum on
plare (lelt
Casoline with Super
Shell's glum m !entWeleave,

no trate (it pun i (right).
gum. no
gum pr.,hlrim. One reistin why Super
Stu II in promve
pegtirIMIIIIt.c.

The gum preventive in Super Shell
is so eflectne that a thoimindth of
an 01111Ce iS tmotigh to treat a whole
gallon of gasoline.
his remarkable ingredient hac
been described as a "chemical policeman." It hi Ipx to keep .unstahle
elements ih gasoline from smiting
together -the way a skilled policeman relents trouble by keeping a
crowd Irom lorntint:.

Here are the 9 Ingredients In
Super Shell --and what they do to
give your Car top performance
ie 1 ei I t Pt -lie piSsit. nark:age, and Innger
plug life.
is Pentane nux-f.ir fast warnrup
s.
z.3 is anti knock MIX- by knock re,
israncr.
P415 :11It% late tot4inuol -high-speed kn
ix Butane -Ica(Wick Mans.
#6 p. "l4t cracked - p.1, - hit IIWer.
#7 is an "anti ker."
Addcol when cold
vicather set, In.

#

is gu iii prmentne-lor lean
eartniretms.
=9-is Platipprinate lot extra mileage
:
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Afteir• uniqw V•0011ne a•Moll I•
•
4.4.1atastft 111.1•r......11.,' •
l'Aen1216111.121.1
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For a euick rim (limn on the iithi
eight _ingredients in today's Super
Shell, We het at right.
And for tor perform:Mee all tut
int•r, keep your tank filled with Sup
Shell's 1 Int Weather Mend. It's spi.'dliv formulated to light engine
-flooding and other hot weath..
troubles. At Shell stations now.

Al iShcll, 19U7 bcie.ntist.5 are working to make your cur go beltcr und

•
•

"Chemital cop" at work

. Hot Weather Mend

•
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intiestigating the numbers racket!
Weekend Sports
operation across the Ohio River
in northern Kentucky.
Summary
Voting also was expected to be
(Continued from Page 1)
relatively heavy in Louisville and
By United Press International
LiBy United Press International
sheriff's race in Campbell Coun- Jeffelkon County, where the races
Saturday
National League
for mayor of Louisville and county.
CAMDEN, N. J. — Crimson SatIndicates ties
Nationwide publicity has been ty judge have been hotly conteSt- an won the $301,3135 Garden Sta
W L Pct. PF PA
UCLA, Arkansas. lows, xanse,,,
given to the efforts of the Corp
By DICK JOYCE
Stakes over a field of 10, 2-year Philadelphia 7 1 .875 195 125
( ed.
The Jefferson County races were old throughbreds.
Pr,. Infernal ionall
Michigan. Northwestern and Rice. .
mittee of 500 to end 25 years a
New York . 6 2 .750 199 106
NEW YORK (UPS — Texas and
Texas exota fur its eighth
Democratic rule in Campbell Coun- considered" possible straws in the
Cleveland .... 5 3 .625 177 162
Alabama, boasting perfect records straight against Baylor next weekty and Newport by the election of wind by some observers in the
NEW YORK — Wise Ship scor- Dallas
4 4 .500 134 177
reform candidate George Ratter- 1962 race for U. S. senator, when ed a neck victory in the $55,900 St. Louis
4 4 .500 149 139 this season, ranked 1-2 today in end while Alabama t•keis en
International ItialmnaiKi. gn 011iti_AMM-Rkaa'
JA5GOv.YiilQ6 W.,_alissaltga_(as sheriff and a slate. of
"Ion Handicap AL Awed
5 275 153 142 t he United Press
pected to be opposed by anti-state
ioiIij Indiana. In next Saturates
port city commissioners.
Washington
0 8 .000 62 228
I0P
nistration forces.
last Saturday's upsets of Michigan contests, LSU
Ratterman fazes both DemoLEXINGTON, Va. — The Citaslimak_carWestern Division
°day's Jefferson County and del clinched the first Southern Indicates ties •
cratic and Republican candidates,
State and Massissippi, the previous ()Una, Michigan State moias.121hboth of whom consider themselves Louisville contests are expected to 0mile:since football title in its
ranked Purdue and Illimmisrata
W L Pd. PF PA front-.runners.
"liberals." This refers to their be a test of strength of Louisville's history with a 14-8 victory over Green Bay
The powerful Texas Longhorns, plays Iowa:
6 2 750 243 113
regular
Democratic
organization,
opposition to severe restrictions
V511.
Chicago
5 3 625 155 141 who have scored 233 points against
As for the rest of the select
on gambling — which they con- which has been in power more
San Fran.* 4 3 .571 19'7 182 their opponents' 46, received 21 group, unbeaten Colorado hopes
than
a
quarter
of
a
century.
sider a "home industry" which
INGLEWOOD. Calif. — Adios .Detroit*
4 3 .571 126 168 first-place votes from the 35 to keep roiling against Utah; MisIf the candidates of the old-line Butler knocked three seconds off Baltimore
employs great nwnbers of per4 4 .500 175 198 coaches who comprise the UPI sissippi plays Chattanooga. GeorFourth
Street
Democratic organi- the world harness record for a LOS Angeles '2 6 .250 133 180 weekly rating _board. All told,
sons and benefits the community
gia Tech engages Terine-.nee and
zation are defeated, a new politi- mile and one-eighth when he won
economically.
Minnesota .... 1 7 125 135 226 Texas accumulated 330 points to Mts.-salmi runs into Oklahoma
cal
era would begin at Louisville. third leg of the American Pacing
The Committee of 500 charges
• San Francisco 1 tie
replace Michigan State, the No.
The move to the suburbs in re- Classic in 2:11 1-5.
that gambling and vice benefits
• Detroit 1 tie
1.-team for the bast two weeks.
only a small core of insiders and cent years has placed Jefferson
Sunday's Results
The Spartans dropped to sevthat most of the profits are siphon- County in the Republican column
ALMADEX_Calif. — Jim Fer- Phlladelphia 16 Chicago 14
enth place and Mississippi fell CALLOWAY COUNTY LAKERS
ed out of the state by the nation- repeatedly in national elections. rier won the Abnaden Open golf Baltimore 45 Green Bay 21
from second to eighth in the big
Basketball Schedule 1%142
Former Aldannanigrealdent. tournament-Uri-MA 72-hola total of Pittsburgh
wide syndicate.
17 Cleveland 13
shakeup - of the top 10.'
Nov. 3 Fancy Farm
Fri..
H
IpOPHERS DETHRONE SPARTANS 13-0 — Deep in
"Itatterman, a former Notre Dame William S. Milburn is the Demo- 179,
New York 53.-Washington 0
Ohio State No, 3
Tues., Nov 7 HI(
,).
A
own territory Nlichigan State's Sherman Lewis (29)
and Cleveland Rams professional cratic7-candidate for mayor of LouSt. Louis 31 Dallas 17
State,
Ohio
unbeaten
oncebut
Nov. 10 Farmingtoe
FriH
eludes the grasp of Minnesota tackler Judge iDickson
loattall star, was arrested in a isville, against GOP candidate WilIKUTA. Japan — Gary Player San Francisco 20 Detroit 20
tied,
ehicilvanced into the No. 3 po- Sat, Nov. 18 Sedalia ._..._.. A
Nelatiort hotel room last May-9 liam Cowger.
25), only to brought down by .other Gophers for a 1-3of South Africa won the Yomiuri Los Angeles 31 Minnesota 17
sition, gathering, seven first place Tues., Nov. 21 Nt. Marshall
A
with strip tease dancer Juanite ' Tom Ray, former Majority lead- Shimbun golf tournament with a
yard loss. Minnesota knocked the Spartans from their
Eastern Division
votes, three inure than Alabama. Tues., Nov. 28 So Marshall .. .s
Hodges, whose stage name is April er of the state House. is running 72-hole total of 210. tnold Pal- • Indicates ties
number one perch, upsetting M.S.U. 13-0 before 59.941
The Crimson Tide, however, had FADec. 1 Cuba
for. Jefferson. County judge against mer finished third with a 296.
._
Flowers.
5 3 .625 274 224 an overall
Boston'
fans in Minneapolis to move into a first place tie with
total of 281 points Tues., Dec. 5 Bentsn
.-... A
Marlow
He claimed he was drugged and ,Republican
Cot*, and
Houston'
264
.
571
4
150
3
Ohio State in the Big Ten standings.
while the Buckeyes drew 270.
Dee. I Fulton Co.
Fri..
H
"framed" with the dancer in an Democrat Scott Detrick is oppos4 4 .500 171 225
New York
Louisiana State. which downed Tues.. Dee. 12
effort to discredit his usefulness ed by GOP candidate William
3 6 .333 191 242
Buffalo
Cranfill.
Mississippi, 10-7, vaulted two Tues., Dec 19 Fancy Farm . . A
recent Communist party congress, as a reform candidate.
• Boston 1 tie
Special issues on the ballots in
Jan. 5 Fulton Ca
notches to fourth place while Min- Fri.,
The rase became a "cause celeA
argued animatedly with guards at
Houston 1 tie
•
nesota, 13-0 victor over Michigan Sat.,
Jan. 6 Chi-Mime Co. .. A
the foot of the steps leading to bre," and led to multi-pronged -many counties are expected to
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Jan. 12
State, jumped from lOth to fifth. Fri..
the top of the mausoleum and probes of vice and gambling in
(Continued from Page 1)
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..._.. A
then turned away to stand with Campbell County by federal, state an off - year election normally
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would attract.
Jan. II College Hi
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medium-level officials. Apparent- and local authorities.
9 0 I 000 312 105 Georgia T e c h, Michigan State, FriSan Diego
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Sat..
Jan. 27 Central City
called to deterH
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3 6 .333 106 268 in that order. Ironically,
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Malinovsky sounded the key- mine whether Ratterman's civil
Oakland
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at May Day and revolution anspot to 10th al- Fri.
Feb 2 Farmington — A.
rsati of the day in a speech from rights were violated returned a
Oakland
2 6 .250 139 2E4 though defeated
niversary day parades.
by Colorado in Tues.. Feb. 11 Lowes
number of indictments last month
._ •
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Results
mausoleum.
the
But this revolution anniversary
an important Big Eighth Confer- Fri..
Feb. 1 So. Marshall __
Oakland 31 Buffalo 22
-In view of the danger on the and a spesial Campbell County i• Indicates ties
he stood on the pavement beside
ence game. And Colorado dropped Sal. Feb. 10 Dawson Scapa
grand jury called in September
Houston 55 Denver 14
W L PF PA
the tomb with minor function- part of the imperialists. the Soviet returned 258 indictments,
back one notch to ninth.
Fri.,
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San Diego 48 New York 13
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Press International
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Team
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through Red Square.
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5. Minnesota (5-1)
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by the FHA to a government
whatever
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ranging flve contact
NEW YORK MG — Comes now
Second 10 teams — 11. Utah
the Late appellate Judge Edward a seasoned pepper twin for famiPremier Nikita S Khrtishchey,
In a relay box Inside the
State 13; 12, Purdue. 9: 13. MaryC. O'Rear of Versailles, and at- liar seasoned salt. Vari-coleired
house. That way she doesn't
Defenere Minister Marshal Rodion
land, 7, 14 (tie). UCLA and Arremembering
torney Leslie W. Morris—were peppers and spices add a color
have to bother
Malinovsky and other top Soviet
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read in court Monday. The reso- accent and cut the
to
officials watched from atop LenPrPPery
Kansas. 4 each; 18 (tie) Miceugan,
lutions were read by County Atty. stienath. (Lawrys).
to remember dial numbers.
in's tomb. The body of Josef
Northwestern arid Rice, 2 each.
William A Young.
Stalin seas removed from the
mausoleum in disgrace last week.
FRANKFORT. Ky. 1111 — State
Former President Spurned
MAKE KENTUCKY A
udder Joseph W. Schneder reFormer President Kliment VoCL EAN
ported Monday that Boyle Cosn•
rishilov. 80, publicly denounced
GREENER LAND
ty's fiscal affairs were operated
;
sir '`an'i-par!y- actions at the
in strict accordance with proby
visions of the uniform county
D. K. JOHNSTON
budget law during the last fiscal
Your Telephone Manager
year. The report sa.d no county
official received in excess of the
$7,200 per year constitutional
Phone PLaze 3-9000
limit on salaries.

Professional Football
STANDINGS

Texas--And Alabama Top Teams
As Michigan, Ole Miss Drop

, Russian ••.

Ohio Valley
Conferenc Standings

116

College Football
Ratings

Kentucky News
Briefs
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PRESENT HIS AD
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FREE ADMISSION

TeIeitilffir
Talk'

6

CHIROPRACTIC CARE AVAILABLE
WITHOUT CHARGE
FOR NEEDY CHILDREN
Tues. and Fri. - 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.

•

HOWARD OAKLEY, D.C.
201 NORTH FIFTH

rn

MURRAY, KY.

753-1905

CYNTIIIANA. Ky. till) — lIar
rison County Sheriff R. I.. Palmer
Monday summoned 80 prospective
jurors to supplement the regular
24-man venire for the second murder trial of Nimrod Wedding Jr.,
charged with the 1960 salying of
W. H. Heck. Wedding's second
trial is set to resume Wednesday.

!F 1HANKSUIVING this year finds you with a ridlion
and one things to do and only one pair of hands and legs
to de them with ... remember your phone! More and
mote people are carrying out major parts or their shopping requirements by phone. You're just second% away
from any store in town . . . you can even order your
Thanksgiving bird by phone! Happy :urkey-tanc!
•••

•

*HU
MACHINE
REPAIR

444

CRIMSON SATAN TAKES GARDEN STATE STAKES — \1 tilie Shoemaker cornmandyrs rtmson Satan (aer the finish line to a iii by 21 lengths at Galen
State l'ark
in C(Nnelen. N.J. Crimsolt State. returning
$4-60 - 2.60 - 2.50 aross the board, earned
S180.819 for owner Peter Salmen. Sr.. of Detroit in the world's
richest race, the $301,365 Garden State Stakes.

PHONELAND. USA.
Have you heard about
Phoneland yet" It's an idea
to help you with your Christmas shopping. In Phoneland, you'll find Christmas
gift suggestions to *ase almost everyone on vow lift
list! You'll find Home interphones (such as the one
shown here); you'll find Bell
Chimes, Princess Phones, anti on and on. Phondand-where Christmas wishes are in easy reach of all the
Want more details? Just call our ouswess office, or ask
any telephone serviceman.
• ••

HOW LONG HAS IT BEEN since you called Charlie?
Or Joe and Barbara? Or 'Uncle George? Don't let friendships lag or the family drift apart. Just pick up the pnone
and have a friendly visit by Long Distance. It's such a nice
way to be a thoughtful, popular person.

Call PL 3-1916

•••

Ledger & Times
Office Supply Deprtrnent

L.S.U. EDGES 01.E MISS 10-7 — Louisiana State's jimmy Field (4) charges around
end for seven yards in the firstrquarter of the Ole Miss-L.S.U. game at Baton Rouge.
1.a. Leading the -way for Field against Mississippi defenders Jerry _Brown (74) and Earl
Bros (40) are Wendell Ilarris (26),and Billy Booth (71). Scrapping and.learing
ended second -ranked Ole Miss's chances for an undefeated season by downing the Rebels 10-7 as 68,000 roared at Tiger Stadium. •

AMERICA IS STILL GROWING! There are many reasons for us to have confidence in our country, and not 'he
least of these is the remarkable record our industries
have achieved. Since 19(X), our gross national product has
increased at the average rate of 3% per year, from $79
billion at the turn of the century, to $503 bilhon in 1960.
This gross national product will he rapidly approaching
the SI trillion mark by 1975—another good reason for
confidence in a growitig America.

I.
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I Lemon Hints
Help Housewife

•

TUESDAY — NOVEMBER

7, i961

TEXAS TALE

HOUSTON, Tex. In - K.L.M.
Royal Dutch Airlines now lidKNOXVILLE, Mire'run - The
lemon tree bloom the year 'round. vertises that it servm "Texas and
That's a. refreshing thought as 80 other nations."
the younganas.' ls_okAugsk
disappear from the sidewalks because lemons add to any meal,
- summer or winter.
The University of Tennessee
suggested storing_ lemon., in a
plastic bag in The refrigerator to
keep them from other foods that
absorb odors. •`
If a lemon beComes dry, put
them in the oven until they are
heated through. The heat revives
the juice content.

Mrs. J. B. Burkeass-Lassa-34947—

at 10700 am. A potluck lunch will
be served. The. Gifu/son and Story's
Chapel WSCS will be guests.
• • ••
Tuesday. November 7th
First Christian Church will meet
' Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
The Presebtan Sunday S...troo! with Mrs. Frank Roberts, Callo- of the Rainbow for Girls will hold
Cass of the First Baptist Church w-ay Avenue. at 2:30 p.m.
Its reitliar meeting at the Mascoic
• •••
will meet at the heme of Mrs.
Hall at 7 p.m.
• • •, .
W C Elkins at 7.30 pm.
The Jessie Ludwiek Circle of
•• • •
Wednesday, Nov•mber 8th
Nhe College Presbyterian Church
When you buy lemons, select
The Delta Deportment of the will meet with Mrs. E. R. Hagen! The Harris Grove Hemomakers
the heavy ones - they contain
Murray Woman's Club will meet at 2 pm. Mrs. Charlie Crawford Club will meet at one-thirty o'.more juice. Lemons with large
at the club house at 7,30 pm. will give the Bible study and Mrs.1 clock in the home of Mrs. Charles
knobs at the ends yield less juice
Hostesses wilLDraaMewelames- Ron- Henry McKenzie the program. • B. Stark.
than thee* with sharply pointed
• •••
ald Churchill, Graves Sledd, Rob••• •
ends. The yellow fruit is high in
ert S. Jones, James Blalock. and
T h c Pottertown Homemakers vitamin
C and one medium sized
The Grace Wyatt Circle. àl the Club will meet with Mrs. Lucy
Mee Lottye Salter.
•
Cellege Presbyterian Church will Alcierelice irt Ms cabin on Ken.- lemin will give about three table••••
spoons of juice and two to three
Greens I of the .CWF of the meet at iThe- churcheat 9:30 am. tucky Lake at 10 am.
teaspoons of grated rind,
• •••
First Christian Church will meet with Mrs. Calvin Luther as boawith Mrs Otry Paschall at 2:30 tett!,
The Wellieyan Circle of. Alba _ Lemons of deep yellow color
• •••
p.m. Mns Gregg Miller *ill. be
WSCS of the First Methodist are usually MOM' mature and not
conostese
The Woman's Society of Chris- Church will meet at the oot-al quite so acid as those. of greenish••••
yellow color. The finest are rich
tian Service of the First Methodist hall at 7:30 p.m.
•••
'Cretep II of the C1A'F of the
yellow and have skins uf fine tex- NAP! RAISING EVENT- Ewer"- Church will meet at the church
The Arts and Crets Club will ture.
body's up in the air over new
hairdo., but this one appears
meet at the home of Mrs. Lawto top them all. Mr. Ruel, the
reriee Jacobs at 2:30 p.m.
• •••
New York hair stylist who
designed
it, says he created it
The Murray Toastmistress Club
NOW YOU KNOW
for young women who are
will meet for dinner and the first
going to a "twist" dance. The
lesson in parliamentary procedure
hair is wound around and
at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray Wornaround In cone shape and LS
By United Press Internatienel
ares Clubhouse. Reservations must
than fluffed outin a sw:rL
The laberts Bell in Philadel
be made with the hostess. Mrs. plea weighs 2.0030 pounds.
Allen Russell, PI 3-2832, by Mon
day evening, November 6.
•
•• • •
The College Presbyterian Church will have a cengregational
bus:nem meeting at the church at
7:30 p.m.
••••
Thursday, November 9
The airre•hy Circle ef the WMS
of the First Baptist Church will
meet at the home uf Mrs. A. W.
Russell at 9:30 am.
• • ••
The Suburban
Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs Alvin McClain, Sunny Lane
CAN'T LOOK -Both rider Bill Stetnicrsuas of the U.S. team
Drive, at 7 p.m.
and mount Lillthuck close their eyes as the jumping gets to
• • ••
be pretty rough going at the National Horse Show in MadiMurray Grove 126 is .11 be heatson dquara Garden, New York. This ii world competition.
esses for the Weal Kentucky Fall
Convention of the Supreme Forest
Woodrrari Circle at the Woman's
Club House at 6:30 p.m.
Principals Of Dramatic Triangle are Ring Crosby, Grace
••••
Kelly and %\ illtam I balden, stars of Paramount's memorTh.: Karksey Elementary' School
able production. "The Country Girl," w !itch opens 1VedPTA will have its annual -Back
nesday at the Varsity Theatre.to Schnal" night at the school at 7 p.m. All parents are urged to
attend.
• •. •

Soda! Calendar

The WSCS of the First Mothodist Church will have • mission
study -The Chureh For N e w
Times" at the ones& hell at 9:30
am with Mrs. Robert Baer in
charge The nursery will be open.

ywiteACKI-A helmeted policeman in Lima, Peru, ming' his
truncheon to strike a professor during teacher-student demonstrations demanding higher pay. Police opened flee on the
demonstrators when they began throwing rocks, and one
student, killed by a shot in the face, Ls carried away (right)
by follow student'. Similar disturbances have been plagie4
lag Bolivia and Ecuador. Munk of the strife Is Red-spurred.

B1LBREYS

15th ANNIVERSARY
SALE CONTINUES
GENERAL

E
RADIO RECORD
PLAYER COMBINATION
cit

ELECTRIC

Complete with 2 S:-inch Speakers
Hi-Fl Record Player

SALE PRICE
DISP • SALL'

'39.95

89.95

NEW MOBILE MAID AUTOMATIC

Dish Washer
WITH "FLUSH AWAY DRAIN"
• Does All

The Dishwashing

• Power Pre-Rinse
• Washes and Dries Sparkling Clean

The South Murray Homemakers
Club avill_.itneet at the home of
Mrs. Davy kopkire at 1.30 p.m.
••• •

• Sanitized Automatically

The Woman's Missionary Soeiety of the Flint Baptise Church
will hold its regular meeting at
the church at 7 p m

PHIAL FOR THIS SW

• • • •

459.95

erday. November 10th
The North Murnsy Homemakers
Club will meet at the tieme of
Mrs. Greene Wilson at 1:30 p.m.
The WSCS of the First M.•thodiet Church will have a me...ion
study at the social hall at ti 20
• m.

BONUS -- FREE HOLSTER
COWED IN MILK SHORTAGE -ft seemed to attendants at the
Children's Zoo in New York's Central Park that George Ro'
ndo, 2, who has been without milk for some days, would be
delighted at the sight of a cow. But, being a crippled city boy
who was taken on an outing, George had never before seen
the source of milk supply and his reaction to it is obvious.

A special etentinatirm last gives this
primp fiat

Lie Stride lo.k of perfcorin. It
ehnzs at the heel ...
Sts as firnigh it were made for•your
foot alone with
thi •sviiple iii•4.61•4_,
'that takes you from
lunch to dinner
In its own good fashion.

$12.”

* ENDS

TONITE

With The Purchase Of Any
.22 REVOLVER PISTOL
.22 AUTOMATIC, regular '42.50
.22 FRONTIER SCOUT MODEL
ALL GUNS AND

Marion Brand° in
"ONE-EYED JACKS"

(
(),-t.)
LUSH SUEDE...
• TOUCHED WITH
FAILLE!
\ep
.sammy•

AM

Adams Shoe Store

UBANGI STYLE-A necklace
tr.at performs like a neck
bear. makes Oa appearance
In earn. It's • kind of colter of graduated chain.

HOIDEN

1I1courna'aiii.'

Extra

only '16.99
only '29.95
Special! '29.95

AMMO ON ANNIVERSARY SALE

We Have A Complete Line

- COL\ WORLD

— WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY —
nue electrifYin Performances!
CROSBY
KELLYGRACE

Pistol

Of

FAMOUS GUNS

FRANCHISE

DEALER —

11.1111E1IS

Last Main Street

Murray.

Kentulty

Phone PL 3-5617

It's Not To Late To Install Natural Gas Heating
•••

:Natural Ga: ‘s ill beat ,your home ECON'OMIdALY thi, wintrr. Call your favorite licensed and bonded Natural Ga:, Service Man tot
• ap. -0.4%.;•Elleffrine
•
Pie •-••• .p#:4
day. We still rim 80 feet of Natural Ga.: Pipe on our property,.(ree of charge! Yon si1l enjoy heating with
bccan-e it keep?, you want' at low cost.
.
12,4

••••
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VOLPL.L. FIND IT IN THE WANT AC'S

r FOR SALE

GOOD USED PERFECTION OIL FRIGIDAIRE
REFRIGERATOR.
neater (with blower). Prioe $25.00. Good condition
. $35.00. Macon
Starks Hardware, 12th and Poplar. Blankenship,
P1 3-4395.
rifle
LOST, BLACK CASHMERE coat. STORM WINDOW TIME. Alumitfc
Size 14, with Wadkins, Paducah, aum windows $12.50 to $16.50 inKy. label. Sunday at Kentucky stalled. Aluminum awnings, any GREAlor LAKES HOUSE TRAILColonel noon hour. Everyone at size. Aluminum siding, thirteen er. 10 ft. wide, 45 ft. long, room
'Kentucky Colonel Sunday IS asked colors. No down payment 36 mos. galore, 2 beciromus. Only $2,660.
LARGE COAL HOT AIR Furnace
ROYAL DOCTOR - Sir John
to please check their black coat. to pay. Home Comfort Company, Can finance. Across from Pipeline
Weir, the royal family docWith stoker and blower. Murray
NotiLy Mrs. Nancy Lovin.s Byers Hazel Highway. Phone 492-2502. Service Station, Hwy. 45, Maytor, breaks into a pixyish
Hatchery.
field. Phone Ch 7-9066.
n8c
n9c
at PT 3-3237.
n9c
smile aa he arrives for a
tic
look-see at Princess Mar.
USED 21" TELEVISION IN ERgaret and the royal offspring
cellent condition, reasonable. Dial
sttnatinn ' London.
PI 3-1777 after 5:00 p.m.
YOUR MURRAY-CALLOWAY 0OUNTY
tic
HAZEL REST HOME OPENING
ONE ELECTRIC REFRIGERAT- temporarily delayed. Will take
2-4
TALI( ABOUT EGGE
or (Weetinghotise) in exceilent patients in our home until
opencondition. Ono electric stove t}Cel- ing. Call 492-3753.
n14c
k inator l in excellent condition.
NEW YORK - 18Pa - The CaApply 213
,I6th Street or phone AMERICA'S
TOP SPINET Piano. uadian Food Journal
P1 3-1670.
reports that
d
- n7c Responsible local
party„ can bake the egg and its manner
of pee150 GAL. OIL TANK AND steel on small payments. We'll handle
ruck. See at 409 N. 4th Street or transfer. Write Home Office, Joplin Piano Co., Joplin, Mu.
phone PI 3-2868.
n9c
n7c _.--•
APARTMEN';, SIZE ELECTRIC
4-1ELP WAN1 ED
cook range. A-1 con('itsun. All
sizes gas heaters $5.00 up. 304
North 12th Street. Phone P1 3- BABY SITTER
8:00 A.M. TO 5:00
ADDING MACHINES
2387.
OFP101E SUPPLIES
n8p p.m., 51 days week. Call P1 3-2203
AND TYPEWRITERS
turday• aftertkoon, Sunday, or
Lodger & TIMIS
PL 3-1914 WASHER AND DRYER IN good
n7c
Sales a Service
condition. Waldrop Real Estate, any time after 5:00 p.m.
206 S. 4th Street, P1 3-5646. n9c
uedges & Times
PL 3-1913
PAINT STORES
COLLECTORS. WHITE, TO call
1956.CHEVROLET.2 TON Truck, on established monthly accounts.
Tidwell Paint Store
PL
DRUG STORES
14 ft. bed, 4 ft solid sideboards, 2 Excelkmt earnings. Evenings and
speed axle, 4 new tares on rear, Saturdays. Write Box 32-K, MurScott Drugs
PL 3-2547
• n9c
A-1 mechanically. Also 5 h.p. ray. Ky
PRINTING
Remington chain taw. gear drive,
Ledger & Times
PL 3-1a1 24- blade, used about 4 months.
INSURANCE
Ferr.sle Help Wanted 1
Call PI 3-1352,
trazee Meiigia & Holt at
Gen Insurance
PL 4-341
WANTED FEMALE FOR PART
TYPEWRITER RENTAL
BY OWNER, NICE BRICK house tune
'work to solicit for Life magott 75x225 ft. lot. Pa% transferazIne. Guaranteed $1.15 per hour.
AND SERVICE:
LADIES READY TO WEAR
able FHA loan. Has electric heat, Call
PI.3-5144 or apply in person
attletons
PL
sedge,' a, rulm•
PL 3-11116 completely insulated, city water at t h e Gatlin Building
, above
and sewerage. C.all PI 3-2473. n9,p I Douglass
Hardware, Room 110,
Saturday or Monday.
n13c

LOST & FOUND

I

I

I

rib

Wanted To Buy

[
-lib-TICE

BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

ARY
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:ORD
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WANT TO STAY WITH SICK
person, 5 dais week. Phone Pt 35560.
nip

Irum the bowl put...shed by I.t kilo.4
A C
C-cyrigut C
by Joh. 5, Prenoft; distributed by Mee
Features Asedicata.

-

WHAT HAC HAerrsitD

..
••
a.ef
Temple had mire...toe sith ex. dement the company of t-fr fatter Is
Alec's firAt rousing re.) lassie after
coming West to joift the fail,
" a
US Forest Ranger offset. Claude
Temple was "too busy- again to go
with his son in the latter'• into.dueNon to bunting down of mott4aIst
lions. Instead. Alec is whit Cold"Barn
Fellows who has • pack of noiind.i
for trailers The grey is • lion that
as been killiag sualt in night raid.
Ii ramihee.
Sam shot a lion after it was treed
by the 4.
out doappointmeet
lowed. the deiirl boa was not the
mai* they asuerui. but • female. The
nisi* bad p.1/ towel, mingled his
a eat with the 114,13...M. to confuse
the hounds and ecape them. Rani
de.lerred its iioness had pursing
cuha and left some behind.
The dog• lel them in to th•
lioness' den which had Nem found
by the nitil• marauder before they
gut to it. They found one ii.e.
though in lured, cub among the litter
•Ialutbtered by the male •Im felt
kin•lilp to
orphan...1 rub
nil per. tided Sam to let num take
the belplese infant home.

eninished in the same way, and
they stood on common ground

m,nths

on.-

gain

said

"rtrg

[leaf° Ui ,11.105 II AI went
eight
"I'll ask him sometime," ne minute or so on inutner a mult.said. "1 ve tried, but something
Ln rita mind. Alec h&c a sudalways seems to get in tlie den
unage ot nimseit bottle
way."
feeding an eighty-pound ilon,
44e-stopped there, held by a held its ati
.ap. site it occurred
eound from the kit( hen
to turn that Sam was reeling
Stepping in. ne found It was humorous
this evening. !of all
Sam, sampluig the stew at the that
the hunt nadn't gone quits
stove.
as planned.
"Had 1 knot-n Claude was
Stilt as Sam went on, it
bark. I'd have knocked." he
said. holding a spoonful In the didn't seem like a tale
"Ana I've known snes with
air. "I didn't notice Ms car.
new utters to nave yearlings
though."
"He's still gone," Alec said. from the yet before still about.
Not nursing any more. but liv•
"There's only me."
"Oh?" And Sam blew on the Mg at home, you. might say,
Spoon. "Well, I figured only family-like.
prospectors *alit to themselves_
"They must like families."
Not that I listened."
Alec said An Jnly Child, he
Unsure of what to say, Alec could not nelp wondering bow
laughed and set the cub on the life With tirvt4• era a.nd sisters
CHAPTER 6
might be. even among animal&
HE'N Alec Temp.'held the floor.
"It Was him," he said. "I was
"For a time. Gf course, a lot
lion cub tn his arme before
the dresser on which his moth- Only snowing him around, ex- of It's nabit- Full grown,
plaining
the house to him."
though, they're loners, They
er's picture rested. he knew tac'd
"Oh." Sam said, and the split up and hint for themsaved this room, his father's.
spoon
went
to his mouth now, selves then."
to show the cub last., not
Alec's ttoughts returned to
through planned intent, but but slowly. As h chewed and
swallowe
d,
his
eye ranged back the cub s diet, He asked about
owing rather to his rememand
forth
between
IL
Alec
and the
brance of the lioness' death and
54
"Milk, mostly, for now Bits
certain shyness taming in him cub.
An
odd
look,
it
was-one
that of meat and such as he grows.
toward the cub from his awareness of the likeness of their made Alec wonder If Sam Table scraps might go down.
thought it strange that know- Full grown, he'll take raw meat.
kassea.
ing humans should converse In the wild state, that comes
"I guess I don't know too With
wild animals.
to a deer, every week or ten
much about What natipcned to
• • •
days."
her," Alec said. "Maybe no
HEN SAM pronounced the
Now, and for the first time,
more than what you know about
stftw ready, they ate. the progressive demands of
yours."
While A'ee filled and served the that ever-g-rowing appetite
beHe panned, trying to think plates. Sam built a
lire. and by gan to be apparent
back, trying to
meet the tnne 'tippet ISM finished,
"VI be tiny !ceding him, I
through the yea!:4 that lay be- the
r!amt nee been ban- guess," Alec said.
tween now and their time in ished by
the good warmth of
Sam lit his pipe again. "1.114.
that far place where Claude had blazing piggy__
huh But you asked for It."
been sent to help rebuild KorNow. replenished, they took
"When school's out this sumean forests at the war's end.
their ease at the table while mer, I'd best hunt a job,"
But there was too much In they watched the cub become
"That's for you to figure out,"
the way, and his recollections acquainted with his own supper Sam said lie Aran% from tits
held only impres.siorie, vague,
The cub isould put his nose cup, and afterward his eye
half-formed images, largely un- In the pan, there would follow jeer/led over the rim at Alec.
related: the water and space a slumping of milk Into his "Just remember what I said
of an ocean voyage, an alien mouth; then his head would lilt, about that ^ritter."
colintryside and soldiers. There and while the pink tongue
"I will." Alec said, And he
sfr itv as a woman's voice at times. cleaned 'us chops, he would look Would, but there arso no need
too, always calm, always kindfit at Alec as It to say, "Well. It. yet to hare it foremost In mind.
and the same serene ',yes that not too bad, but what Is It
Not when the cills was IllSt
looked at him now from the
"It's cow's milk," "%lee mid, learning how to drink milk from
for
photograph-but living.
he understood the glance. a pan.
"From • tin-pan
He pot the uneasy notion of
mama,"
IR his arms the (mt. stirred.
Sam
put in. "He's as noisy as a Its maturity from his thoughts.
'
"and he was all at Once sharply
dog.'
snare of Its !witness and
Be turned his eye o- the cub
"It's his first time." Alec and watched Its pliant tongue
warmth and its young life pulsaid.
drinking
"He's
anyhow."
explore
against
sing
the bottom of the pan.
hint
"Sure he Is. But you can tell Saving that which beaded on
"It was nil too long ago to
It
don't
come
near
hi:
Its
regular
hair-thin
whiskers, the milk
remember well." he said. "And
way. Saucepans ain't known was gone To Alec It seemed
Itside from saying once that
a
for mother love. You'll likely miracle that its first meeting
she was sick, Dad never talks
have to help out witl, a bottle With the immotherly metal dish
aistrit IL"
now and again, ur.til he's should go so well.
While Often wondering at that weaned."
He remarked on this to Sam.
brief statement, he d never
"I'd thought of getting one
"You would, too, was you
asked to have it explained, for down at Lobt's."
hungry," Sam said. "A creter'll
it -teemed to nave some obSam's eye lit up. "That'll get eat, If it wants, an, hang the
i:time relatien to Claude's pas- 'ern away from the
cracker means. Baby-blind, of course, is
sion for work, ann even tcli that barrel."
different."
peculiar wall- if It was a wall
don't mind." Alec said. He
"But It means he likes It
-that sometimer appeared to was prepared for
Indignities. here. doesn't It?"
rise upsbetween them.
"He'll my lion." lip watched
"Be unnatural not to," Sam
W .4or hnd he ever r.t his the CO) mit down
iss head once said. "Free board one tree room
thoughts of it into WordA, either. more and le k expermien
tally In heated (wart. rs, tiui hint not
even when alone; yet he
could at the milk In th. pan. "How having to raise a prikk I'd
like
sneak of It now to the lion, for long does 'ru'nningtake
it mysrdt."
Uto life of each had been di"Any-where from two to three (TO De COlitlellfe Meedey)

it
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W

_ only '16.99
_ only '29.95
ipecial! '29.95
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ration can be the subject of debate and almost unending conversation.
-The French have charted 685
ways of cooking it. Egg customs
date back to the ancient Persians:

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

But the Romans reputedly were
the first to create an egg nog,
mixing the egg with wine.

ACROSS

i;OR WEICI
70 ACRE FARM LOCATED 31
miles from Hazel on blacktop
road. Five room frame house. Days
call PI 3-1682 or nights call P1 3- ,
5795.
n7c

Anew., to veste,e••••

1-Condit=

1-B•set of
burden
4-ConIunctloa
6-Constellation
71-Se ear
13-Wandered
IA -Symbol for
tellprium
IS-Closing
securely
It-Initials of
26th
President
19-Prefixi dovra
21-Plumlik•
fruit
3'3-Poker stake
24-Site of 'raj
Mahal

111-Transeres.
COINS

23-Guldo'• high
not•

21-Proclivities
31.Heavenly
body
11- Man'.
nickname

=map

uoma

35-Tints
41-Youtuf
aralsson

DOWN

1-11.14ely
2-Kind of
bamuosr

non

13 (le of

-South43-Itkluber ea
.
es!erle
pencil
44-Netts of scale 611 Prepinalt ,"c
C.
5••
46-Part of
•10
412 ..reek Setter
43- Meters
si
tk.r
61 -Run swiftly
t.'

sweetest,
27-Man's name
30-Pierce
32- Harvest
3:1-Besmirched
37-Cease
33- A me officer

11

Pu2,4,

MOM NORWTIJ WWEI
WOO
WW
MO302W MUJNWA
03OMN 13SW
330M DOM 130M
TOW
NW NUA MOd 341
WOW 0303 W3331I
1NSM NOW COW
i1tsWWWW,
MUUJJM
NOWtim 3
MOW MOMS
1

4-Matured
fostamis
6-Sets facing
the East
I.Hurried
BMW's name
P-King of
ltaaban
In- Irritate
12-Dental
Surgeon
(abbr.)
14- Veer
117-Cliirl's name
yo-Sea eagles
U-Compass
point
24-liebrew
month

mama10 :IX
44.
,
UUJIRJlRU
R4
:4:•:••al
llglII
0:•:!:=i

I ding4

36-Petitions
33-kfaeuscript
falsbr.1
40-reo rite
hominy
42- Anon
C.-Exclamation
47-Whip
411-Tins
opening
55-Preseee as
62-Region
34-Parent
(eollog
16- flypot het!cal
fate,
56-Existing
IH-Conhim %ton
It'Reno.n
113-Fnuoded a
born
5.'r.urk one s
part
14-1'5•••ernatIon
67-ExIst

HERE'S WHERE UNCLE SAM KNOWS MIOUT YOU-It'a the
raw interndi Revenue Service National Computing Center,
all decked out for Nov. 6 dedication, at Martinsburg, W. Va.
This is the heart of the service's automatic data processing
system, where records of taxpayers' accounts will be kept
current on magnetic tape. A tape storage unit is shown.
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HOUSE WITH ELECTRIC HEAT,
modern. Wakin.p Real Estate. 206
S ath Stnsi,
3-.4646.
n9c
2 BEDROOM TRAILER. Waldrop
Real Estate, 206 S. 4th Street,
PI 3-5646.
n9c •
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COME ON -I CAN'T
WAIT ALL

W

•

JUST BEFORE ha BLESSED EVENT-Princess idargaret i•
el
lows
later Beside net is the Earl of Snowden. who beaus, bet
husband IS months ago as Antony Armstrong-Junes. The
baby, a buy, will be known as Viscount Linley. IRaIsope
eee)

dm.en hum Kensington Palace to Clarence Hudak
bare
lieu muiiiei in London, fur the birth of her baby •few

rie_ rvkes Offered

11 I)I) 11
84/ JOHN Et. F'RESCOTT

ayer

Federal - State Market News
Service, Tuesday, Nov. 7, 1961.
Kentucky Purchase - Area H
arket Reportincluding 8 buying
stations. Receipts Monday totaled
367 head. Today barrows and gilts
steady 25c higher. Mixed U.S. No.
1,,2 and 3 barrows and gilts 190240 lbs. 515.50-15.75; 245-270 lbs.
$15.00-15.50; 275-300 lbs. $14.0015.00; 150-18.5 lbs 513.75-15.50. No.
2 and 3 SOWS 300-600 lbs. $12 0014.50. Boars all weights $8.5010.30.
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PREPARED GARBAGE AND TRASH ONLY

Said material shall be dumped,
idly under tgle supervision of the
iSubject to adjustment for abtairmal volume)
Superintendent of Sanitation or
Rate per his authorized representative.
C. DUMPING AT LAND-FILL
Size
month SITE
BY PERSONS OTHER
I. Single Family Residence
$1.26 THAN CUSTOMERS OF SANI2. Duplex Residence
each family 1.25 TATION SYSTEM: Persons other
3. Single Family Residence with One 111 Apartment
2.00 than customers of the Sanitation
4. Single Family Residence with more than
System of City of Murray, Kentwo (2) roomers
Ze1.5 tucky, within the meaning of this
5.'1esidencrneith only one (11. persdet
.75 ordinance, may dispose of refuse
ORDINANCE NUMBER 375, BE- SECTION III. PROMULGATION II. Small businesses located in the home, including
at the System's land -fill site only
horns'
ING AN ORDINANCE PROVID- OF RULES: ENFORCEMENT:
3.00 with approval of the SuperinAll
5.0ti tendent of Sanitation and only
A. The Common Council shall 7. Tire Sales .and/or Recappnng
ING FOR THE COLLECTION.
8. Marine Sales and/or Service
Small
2.50 after complying with such terms,
REMOVAL. AND DISPOSAL OF promulgate and enforce any and
Medium all rvaJaia°Y -reilee -an4.
-entities:- and-- -conditions as the
7.50 Superintendent of Sanitation may
Large
FINING CERTAIN TERMS USED lions deemed necessary or proper
9.
Furniture
Stores
Small
3_50 demi just. Any fees charged for
HEREIN: FIXING RULES AND from time to time in order to
Medium
5.00 such :services shall be paid prior .
PROVIDING ItEGULAT_IONS; carry ' out the objects and pur_ •
o
Large
• FIXING SCHEDULE OF FEES poses on' this ordinance and for
7.50 to the dumping of such refuse.
All
5.00
AND CHARGES: CREATING NE the health And welfare of the 10. Faneral Names
SECTION IX. REVISION OF
5.00 SCHEDULE
Small
OFFICE OF SUPERI,NTENDENT cnizero of the city in respect to IL Iteels and/or Mewls
AUTHORIZED AND
Medium
7.50 REQUIRED UNDER CERTAIN
OF SANITATION, PROHIBIT- the collected, removal, and disLarge
10.00
defined
COLLECTION
poen
of refuse as
in SecOF
ING TIIE
CIRCUMSTANCES: The Common
12. Theaters, Indoor and/Ot Outdoor
GARBAGE AND , R LEA:SE BY bun I hereof.
Council :hall have the right and
(including
distributing food on premises) Small .
500 recognizes its obligation to revise
R. It 'than be the duty of the
PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS OR
7 50 the schedule of ratte provided
Medium
CONCERNS: AND PROVIDING Pillice Department to enforce the
in
10 00 Section VIII hereof and so
• Large
PENALTIES FOR THE VIOLA- provisions of • this, ordinance aadjust
2.50 them that costs will be distributed
MN HEREOF.
!purist violations or infractiore 13. Clinics with doctors' offices - Per doctor
14. Clinics with doctors' offices and priermace:
BE IT ORDA.131.ED BY THE thereof.
as equitably as-possible among all .
Per doctor
COMMON COUNCIL OF CITY SECTION IV. CITY'S RESPONS2.50 citizens of the city on the basis of
PLUS;
Additional charge of
5.00 the services. At no time, however,
OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY. AS IBILITY: PRIVATE COLLECT_
15. Whelesale Auto Parts
Small
2.50 shall rates be continued which
FOLLOWS. TO-WIT;ORS PROHIBITED:
5.00 are disclosed to be producing
Medium
A. h ...hall be unlawful for any
less
SECTION I: The following def-• -rson except City of Murre.
Large
7.50 revenue than is required to meet
e
initions shall be used 'in interpretSmall
5.00 all obligations and costs involved
. t 16. Banks
Kentucky to engage in or conduc
Ing this erdinance:
Medium.
7.50 in rendering refuse service to the
the business of collection. TV1(1.00 public.
Large
w,,,pirie,,, moval. or disposal of refuse within
A. REFUSE: 'Al! ,
5.00 SECTION X. RULES ANILREG17. Oil and/or Gas Distributing Company
All
cleanings, trash. rubbish. litter, the cirporate limits of the city.
Small
2.50 ULATIONS:
garbage -industrial and domestic .B Private scavengers. pustr-cart 18. Garage Sales and/.'r Service
5.00
Medium
wastes; organic wastes or residue operators. a nd private garbage
A. ACCUMULATION OF RELarge
7.50 FUSE: It shall be unlawful for
nit animak sold as meat; fruit or collect irs are hereby prohibited
any person to cause or permit the
ether vegetable matter from kit. trim engaging in the business of 19. Coin. Operated Laundries and/or
Smell
Dry-Cleaning Drop Station
1 50 accumulation of refuse in, about,
chens dining rooms. markets. or transporting or desposing of garbMedium
containing
250
organic
refuse
or
age
or upon premises owned, occupied,
Places dealing in the handling of
3M) or used by them when arid if such
Large
meats, fowl. fruits, grain, or vege- wastes, putrid matter, and wastes
Small
2.50 accumulation i_s unsightly, unsantables; offal, animal exceets, the or excrets subject to putrificati in. 20. Nev.epapers and/or Printing Shops ..
Medium
5 00 itary, or hazardous to the properC. All refuse collected by City
carcasses of animals; tree or sirub
7.50 ty, life, health, safety, or welfare
Large .
trimmings; dirt. wood. stone. brick, of Murray under .the terms of
Small
1 50 of the public.
plaster. or materials resulting the: ordinance shall become the 21, Offices
2 50
Meditim
B. MAINTAINING DUMP
from the demolition. alteration, or property of City of Murray, KenLarge
3 50 GROUND: k shall be unlawful
construction of buildings or struct- tucky..
COLLECAl!
SPECIAL
2
50
V.
22. Beauty Shops
to deliver refuse to or upon privure; accumunsted waste materials SECTION
300 ate property or to maintain a
or euseeanees w elch mar become TIONS CHARGES: SERVICES 23. Beauty Shops located in home, including home
DENIED:
24. Plumbing. fleeting. Air-Conditioning. Electrical,
dump ground, either public or
nu:Sane-es.
A. The city shall not cunect,
Sales. Installation, Service (any or all) Small
3-50 private, for the deposit of garbage
B REFUSE COLLECTION: The
Medium
5,00 of any kind.
gathering of refuse containers and remove, or disisone of the follow Large
7 50
C DISPOSAL OF TRASH: It
their els-items from the premni's est types of refuse: offal. sewage.
Small
3.50 shall be unlawful for any person
of improved property and loading animal excrete. and the earcesses 25. Jewelry- Sterns
ehrub
trimtree
or
animals.
of
Medium
00 to dispose of trash within the
contents into removal veiucies and
7 50 corporate limits of the city or
Large
returning containers to p lace munrs, or material resulting from
3.50 elsewhere, except at the land -fill
Small
where found after contents have the demolition. repair. alteration, 26. Laundry. and/Or Dry -Cleaner
Medium
5.00 site.
been emoted, for which a charge or emotion of buildings or structLarge
7 50 • D. SCATTERING REFUSE: It
is mad; as provided innSection Ores. but for such types of refuge a flat charge of Five. Dollars 27. Department Stores
Small
VIII hereof.
5 °° shanette. OnlaWnii for. any Denson!
Medium
10 00 to throw. place, or scatter any
C REFUSE REMOVAL; The S5 00i !shall be collected for each
and
to
made,
service
call
special
Large
15.00 garbage. rubbish, trash .or ()Merl
hauling arid transportation of reSmall
3.50 refuse over or upon any premises. I
fuse from point of collection to this charge shall be added such 2- Retail Clothing - Men. Women. or Children ..
comperisate
the
500 street, in. alley, either public or I
charges as will
Medium
point of disposal
7.50 private, or adjacent thereto, and
Large
D, REFL'SE DISPOSAL: The city nor extra. refuse teeltur.e or
500 either with or without the intent
Small
disposal of, refuse in accordance weight involved in the types of 29 Variety Strees
'7 50 to later remove or bum, or to
Medium
with rules and regulateins pro- refuse. as determined by the ofSi
10.00 suffer or permit from the accuLarge
mulgated by the Common Council ficer of (employee ef the city in
charge of the land -fill site. under 30, Barber Shops
sill
3.50 mulation of refuse. any prenuses
of City of Murray, Kentucky,
Small
3.50 ' owned, occupied, or controlled by
E REFUSE CONTAINERS: The the suPersnsion of the Sonerin- 31. Household Appliances. Full Line
5.00 any such person to become or
Medium
Irani and garbage container: re-I tendent of Sanitation.
B The city shall have the right
750 remain offeneive, unsanitary, unLarge
!erred to in this ordinance shalln
• meet the following specification:i to delta refuse collection, removal, 32. Small Appliances. TV, Radio, Home and Auto
sightly, unsafe to public health, or
Supplies, Household Appliances
(1 TRASH CONTAINER: Stand- or °lent-nal sernice to any Person
hazardous trom fire.
Small
3.50
(any '.r all)
E. TRASH AND GARBAGE
ard °unnerve:- fur tne storage, whose reiuse requirements a re
Medium
5.00 CONTAINERS: It.. shall_ he utsof treoh shall be neenanuaiey sufficiently abnormal or different
Large
inade_ur ensue *leo enee__a_s_m_ the determiniation of the COM7.50 lawful fur any person to store
,
than , ere mon Ceuncil or the Superintend- 33 Paint. Wallpaper. Floor Covering. Building
capocity of nut le
or prune the accumulation of
3_50 refuse on or about their premises,
supplies. General hardware (any or all) Small
net
. More than thirty (30) ent of Sanktatton as to justify
5 00 or the premises occupied by them,
Medium
ganore, and shall be equipped: *Peenl handling, in which ease
Large
7 50 unless such refuse is kept sepwith at least two (21 carrying a special charge slaell be made.
Small
3.50 arately in standard traina n
handles, with a tight-fitting This shall include these buildings 34 She Stores
Medium
m
5.00 garbage containers as defined in
metal cover. (a. as shall other- or dwellings nut readily acme7 50 Section I, subsection E.
Large.
ewe Pe prescribed by ten sibie to refuse collectors, or in
Sern
,
nnta.nn..nd of Sanitation cases where refuse is net found 35. Restaurants
500
Small
F CONTAINERS PREREQUISMedium
7 50 rre TO REMOVAL OF REFUSE:
(21 GARBAGE CONTAINER: in ltandard "'
gainers-'
PT
Iluch
12 50 It than
Large
Soinciard o dtainer f.ir the users a` rentlirV service MOM fees
unlawful for any
sterege of
querely than regularly scheduled. 36 Restaurant with Bowling alley
15.00 municipal employee- to collect or
rbage
shall
remove, at city repenter, any resubstantially made of metal. SECTION VI MONTHLY STATE- 37 Cried Auto Clean-up Shops and/or Body Shops
2 50 fuse from the premises of any
leakproof, and watertight; MENTS. DELINQUENCY CAUSE
and/or Radiator, Grill or Glass (Repair Small
Medium
3.50 pered or tenant thereof unlew
shall have a capacity of ap- FOR CESSATION OF SERVICE:
5.00 such prerrnses are equipped with
large
proximately oventy (20) gallons, and .„Isall be
The Suparireenderr of SanitaSmall
3.50 standard containers referred to in
equipped
38 Lumber Yards
with ar.. adequate ea...e,,7
1.
n Lion shall be enarged with the
Medium
5.00 Section I, subsection E, and unless
of
mailing
'I
n
ei
Ll
a
statement
duty
on
3
7.5
50
0 ,
Large
nail and tight-fitting
such refuse is kept stored in such
the
Small
(ewer. or as shall otherwise or before
first day of the 39 Feed arid/or Seed Stores
month
to
500
Medium
SECTION Xl. CREATION OF
bei prescribed by the Supereach Pers‘sh charged
with refuse collection. renewal. or.
7 50 OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT
Large
.intenaere of Sanitatiqn
Small
F PRIVATE SCAVENGER: Any dispersal during the preceding 40. Popcorn Buyers and/or Ptoceesers
3.50 OF SANITATION. This ordinance
Medium
pereen whq. for hire, collects. re- inunth. but failure to mail any
5 00 shall be administered by a Supstatement tor monthly charges
7 541 el-intender-it of Sanitation, to be
nt, yes • di-pee-es of refuse.
ge
n
li
arra
G PERSON • Wherever used in shall net be gretents fir avoiding 41 Service StaltT.s
3.50 elected by the Common Council
(
Medium
5.00 at such salary and for such pethis sirdinanee. the word "person" payment. Such etatemere shall be
mailed
jointly
(amt
en
same
bill)
7.50 ro.ts of time as the Common
Large
ehill be construed to include withwith
the
watusual
statement
for
Small
in its meaning not only natural
3 50 Cuuncil may deem expedient
42 Drug Steers .
Medium
penrons but also firms, partner- er and sewerage services If the
5.00
SECTION XII. PENALTIES
ships. ameciations companies. and fee, rate, or merge fur any monthLarge
7.50 FOR VIOLATIONS OF PROVIly ervice charge is not paid with
cs,rieeatertn.
10 00 SIONS OF ORDINANCE: A n y
43 Drug Store with lunch counter
tan (10i days after the same
Small
H SMALL.. MEDIUM. OR
15.00 persen violating any of the prove44. Super-markets
17.50 eues of the ordinance, or failing
Medium
LARGE. Whether a person (as is due, the amount thereof shall
then
be
delinquent
a
ten-per
cent
22.50 or refusing to abide by and comLarge
cis fined in this ordinance) is
"small." "medium." or -large." as (10n penalty added therete. and 45. Grocer-ler
5 00 ply with the rules and regulations
Small
recovered
by
the
city
in
any
apteed in this. ordinance, shall be
Medium
7.50 promulgated to effectuate the propreprtate
action.
Upon
the
failure
determined bs tree SuperintendLarge
10.00 visions of this ordinance, shall,
of any penman receiving such AVM ent of Sanitation.
Small
10.00 upon conviction, be need not less
..ceries
46 Wholes.
for the same when due,
Medium
SECTION II: REFUSE COL- ice to pay
20.00 than Five Dollars (65.00) nor more
Large
LECTION. From and after the the city may dirdtniue such
30.00 than Fifty Dollars ($50 00), and
effective nate of Ins ordinance. gerVICe WIthoUt notice.
Small
2.50 costs. Each day a violation of this
,•4 not otlterwise specifically classified
47
SECTION
VII
RECORDS:
AN.pity of Murray. Kentucky. shall
5.00 ordinance exists shall constitute
Medium
NUAL
AUDIT
OF
ACCOUNTS:1
collect refuse frOm all pereons.
7.50 a new and separate offense.
Large
The
Superintendent
of
Sanitation,
Collection Thutt 4 shall hereafter
SECTION XIII. SEVERABILIcolleges,
charges
c,
schools;
erthotne;
and
shall
be
the
rates
-collector
of
the
char(2) Where the
be designated uy and the days
TY: Should any section, or pert
buildings,
ges
imposed
manufacturing
office
ordirrarice
are
under the provisions specified in this
and times qt. oniectiens determinof section, or any provision of
plants, and every ether person
ed wen publicly announced by the of this erdinance. and --Lich col- deemed inapplicable to certain
this ordinuncv be declared by the
or place of business not other- Courts,
lector shall keep proper records' persons. the rates and charges
.Superintendent of Sanitation.
for any reason, to be insnowing all collections made and may be determined by contract wise herein provided for.
valid. such decision shall not ef(4) If an agreement cannot be
received All account' dean be er newytlat.lon between the Superfect the validity of this ordinance
properly audited annually etiy-serintendent
Sanitation (with ap- reached by negotiation as herein- as a whele, or any part thereof
competent independent certified preval of the Common Council) above provided. then and in such
other than 'the particular section
public accountant, and the report , and said person (or proper of- event the Superintendent of Sani- or pnovision of the ordinance so
thereof shall be. open for inspec- ficial or efficiale representing said tation shell fix such rate as may held or declared to be invalid.
be Mit. Any person aggrieved by
non at all tunes to any tax payer pereine
Orrin
6 00 • Start
6:45
PASSVD ON FIRST READING
or 'citizen of this city or any per(3) Rates for the reelection of the decision of the Superintendent
Sanitation shall have the right ON THE 3RD DAY OF NOVEM- ENDING TONITE - son receiving The service provided refuse within the meaning of this
under the terms of this ordinance, ordinance from the following to appeal to the Common Council BER, 1961
B DUMPING AT LAND-FILL
in. anyone, acting for and on behalf type!
George Montgomery
,nfeireeteetione or places of
COMMON COUNCIL, CITY
of such taxpayer or citizen.
businew shall be fixed and de- SITE BY CUSTOMERS OF SYSOF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
SECTION VIII: SCHEDULE OF termined by negotiation between TEM: All customers of the SarnHOLMES ELLIS
FEES: in order te make the serv- the Superintendent of Sanitation tation System of City of Murray,
ice peewee...I in this ordinance for the City of Murray. Kentucky, Kentucky, within the meaning of
Mayor of City of Murray,
self - supporting, there shall be, and the proper person or official this ordinance, are given the right
Kentocky
STARTING WED.
and there is hereby (etaelistred, a or officials repreeenting said in- arid privilege of dumping extra ATTEST:
schedule of rates, fees, end char- rtitution or place of beeriness, to- zeluse as &bocci under the terms STANFORD ANDRUS
of thia ordinance at the System's Clerk of City or Murray,
gas for refuse cn4lection, removaLl wit:
and disposal as follows, to-wit:
Trailer courts; apartment Onuses; Land -fill site without extra charge Kentucky

City
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Styled for Shinn
.
I

SQI'ARE-Nee'KED sheath of fine no:el/Lase brocade seen with matching jacket.

Young Viewpoint
PAISLEY ClIALLIS is the fabric of a
truck vein a bateau neckline, flared skirt.

ly SUSAN BARDEN
WOMEN with the more
mature figures will be happy
OVer a new line of clothes designed to produce a slenderizing effect and eliminate
bulges.

'Their outfits are made with
Softened contours, gentle
fierce, pleats, low - p I a ce
godets and slimming back
panels. Necklines flatter with
delicate detail and drapery,
and arms are often cleverly
covered with becoming sleeves.
Variety of Silhouettes
Costumes for daytime and
late-day are presented in a
wide variety of silhouettes
which follow the very latest
fashion trends.
The fabrics are picked with
infinite care to minimize the

Solves Problem
One of New York's wellestablished houses has taken
the problems of three ladies
very much to heart and has
come lip with some chic and
yLouthful-looking styles which
prove the adage that age is
not a size.

figure.. Few bulky materials
ale used and the majority of
the woolens are tissue-weight,
airy and sheer or are knits or
wool jerseys.
Other Felines
Other materials favored are
silk crepes, soft velvets and
many of the man-made group
of aceratea.
The clothes appear in glowtrig colors for the young-atheart and are also available
in
muted shades, blacks,
browns and grays for the more
conseivaUve customer.
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'THE STEEL CLAW'
_
'SOLOMONK SHEBA'

Venn' 1.1....R......nennfLitENG is tkai dress mode cf rayon creee. It Is faslhoned
with a
C,_,,; 1
ca:
a n'.*al'.i pin. An eight • eerid skirt flares to Use
hemline.
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